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Deposition of Potential Energy in Solids by Slow, Highly Charged Ions
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We have measured the deposition of potential energy of slow 共⬃6 3 105 m兾s兲, highly charged ions
in solids with an ion implanted silicon detector. A large fraction (about 35% or 60 keV) of the potential
energy dissipated by Au691 ions can be traced in electronic excitations deep 共.50 nm兲 inside the solid.
In contrast, only about 10% of the potential energy has been accounted for in measurements of emitted
secondary particles.
PACS numbers: 34.50.Dy, 31.50. + w, 72.30. + q, 78.90. + t

The potential energy of slow 共y , 106 m兾s兲, very
highly charged ions (SHCI) is the sum of the binding
energies of the electrons that were removed when forming
the ion [1,2]. Earlier studies have shown that SHCI-like
Xe521 and Au691 reach charge state equilibrium after
traveling in solids for only about 5–10 fs [3]. During this
short time, all their potential energy, e.g., 169.6 keV for
Au691 , is dissipated. Detailed knowledge of deexcitation
dynamics and the response of solids to intense, ultrafast
electronic excitation from SHCI is important for the
development of novel techniques for materials analysis
[4] and modification on a nanometer scale [5]. So far, the
quantitative differentiation of energy dissipation channels
has been addressed solely in measurements of emitted secondary electrons and ions, photons, and excited plasmons.
Surprisingly, only about 10% of the available potential
energy of very highly charged ions could be traced in low
energy electrons [6–9], Auger electrons [2,6,9], plasmons
[9], x-rays [1,10], and secondary ions [7,11]. In this Letter
we report on the first measurements of potential energy
deposition into electronic excitations of target material.
For Au691 and Xe521 about 35% to 40% of the potential
energy is traced more than 50 nm deep in a silicon target.
Highly charged ions were extracted from the Electron
Beam Ion Trap (EBIT) at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory [1] and reached the target chamber after momentum analysis in a 90± bending magnet. The pressure in the scattering chamber was kept below 1028 torr.
SHCI impinged on an ion implanted and passivated silicon detector [12,13] at normal incidence. The 50 nm
thick, inactive, front contact layer of the detector consisted
of a thin SiO2 layer followed by a layer of silicon that had
been implanted with a high concentration of boron. The
depletion region had a nominal depth of 100 mm, much
larger than the range of projectiles, which was only a few
hundred nanometers. Most of the potential energy of projectiles is initially deposited in the inactive contact layer
of the detector and eventually spreads into the depletion
region. Low energy electrons, originating from cascade
multiplication of Auger electrons in the contact layer, diffuse into the sensitive detector volume [14] and constitute
the dominant contribution to the collected charge. In ad0031-9007兾99兾83(21)兾4273(4)$15.00

dition, UV photons and x rays that are emitted into the
solid angle of the detector 共⬃2p兲 by deexciting SHCI can
be absorbed in the depletion region. Absorption of energetic photons results in electron-hole pair production.
Electrons are swept to the back electrode in the applied
electric field; here they are collected and contribute to the
measured pulse height distributions. The front contact of
the silicon detector was grounded, and electrons were collected at the positively biased rear electrode. The detector
was operated under bias conditions where charge collection was saturated. Signals were amplified using standard
electronics consisting of a charge sensitive preamplifier
and a spectroscopic amplifier. Detector and electronics
were operated at room temperature. For determination of
contributions from kinetic energy loss, we prepared projectiles in charge-state equilibrium by transmitting SHCI
through thin carbon foils before they reached the detector [1,3]. Here, a negative bias was applied to the foil
targets for compensation of energy loss in the foils so that
charge equilibrated and highly charged projectiles reached
the detector surface with the same kinetic energy [3].
Most experiments in SHCI-solid interactions have focused on secondary particle emission into the vacuum.
The experiment described here probes the deposition of
potential energy in the bulk of the target material.
We calibrated the silicon detector using a set of alphaparticle sources with known energies in the 4–5 MeV
range. Since kinetic energies of SHCI were much lower
(i.e., 0.2 to 1 MeV), we further calculated contributions
of electronic energy loss to the stopping of slow, heavy
ions in silicon by SRIM [15]. In these calculations, energy
loss in the contact layer, the contribution of elastic collisions to stopping in the active device volume, and a contribution to target ionization from energetic recoils were
included. The observed detector response, i.e., average
number of collected electrons or the mean pulse heights,
for oxygen, xenon, and gold projectiles in charge state
equilibrium scaled linearly with calculated values for electronic energy loss in the sensitive device volume. Results
from calculations and the calibration with alpha sources
were consistent. In a conservative estimate, the absolute
uncertainty of the energy calibration is about 20%.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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In Fig. 1, we show pulse height distributions from the
ion implanted silicon detector responding to the impact
of gold ions in charge state equilibrium 共Auqeq 1 , qeq 艐
1.61) and Au691 共Epot 苷 169.6 keV兲 where the kinetic
energies were kept constant at 447 keV. The mean
pulse height is significantly increased due to deposition
of potential energy by Au691 ions.
In Fig. 2, values for mean pulse heights are shown
vs potential energies of projectiles. Mean pulse heights
were calculated from measured pulse height distributions.
A value of 5% for the typical statistical error is included. Projectiles were Xe22,32,44,521 共Epot 苷 6.0, 19.3,
51.3, and 121 keV), and Au42,52,64,691 (Epot 苷 31.1, 58.8,
130.2, and 169.6 keV) with kinetic energies of 308 and
447 keV for xenon (open diamonds) and gold ions (solid
diamonds), respectively. The kinetic energies were selected so that the velocity of ions from both species was
the same 共y 苷 6.6 3 105 m兾s 艐 0.3yBohr 兲. At zero potential energy, we include pulse heights for projectiles in
charge state equilibrium and at the same kinetic energies.
The increase of mean pulse heights as a function of potential energy demonstrates that a large fraction of the potential energy can be traced deep 共.50 nm兲 in the bulk of
the target material. We now discuss the energy dissipation processes that contribute to this result.
The total energy of a projectile is the sum of its
kinetic, Ekin , and potential energies, Epot . Projectiles
travel first through the 50 nm thick insensitive layer,
consisting of a thin (i.e., few nm thick) SiO2 passivation
layer and a heavily boron doped silicon contact layer,
before they reach the depletion region of the detector.
Ions with velocities used in this study travel only about
5 nm into the target during the equilibration time of 5–
10 fs [3]. The loss of kinetic energy in the contact
layer during deexcitation is a function of the projectile
charge state [3], Ec 苷 Ec 共q 兲, and preequilibrium energyloss enhancements have to be considered when calculating

the contribution to measured pulse heights from kinetic
energy loss [16]. Deexcitation of SHCI already begins
a few nanometers above the target surface with the
formation of hollow atoms [2]. However, only a small
fraction 共,5%兲 of the potential energy is dissipated above
the surface [6,8]. This is the case because the available
time is limited by the ion velocity [8], and rates for Auger
and radiative transitions are not high enough. When
SHCI reach the surface, electrons in high Rydberg states
共n . 10兲 are “peeled off” by target electrons [1,2], and
a more compact screening cloud of electrons forms a
hollow atom inside the solid. Silicon valence electrons
resonantly populate the n 艐 5 8 levels in gold projectiles
that started out as Au691 . Direct population of levels
in the N and O shells of hollow gold atoms by core
electrons of silicon is possible only in relatively rare
small impact parameter collisions. Deexcitation proceeds
through many Auger and radiative transitions [1,2]. Since
fluorescent yields for M-shell vacancies in gold are small
共,0.1兲 [17], Auger transitions dominate the deexcitation
of hollow atoms inside the solid.
UV photons and the few x rays that are emitted per
SHCI [10] pass through the contact layer with little interaction and are absorbed in the depletion region where they
produce energetic electrons which then form electron-hole
pairs. Assuming isotropic angular distributions, photon
emission into about half of the full solid angle contributes
to electronic excitations in the sensitive detector volume.
The transport of energy from Auger electrons is more
complicated, because it involves multiple scattering processes. Inelastic mean free paths of, for example, 500 eV
electrons in silicon are only a few nm [18]. Distances
traveled between elastic collisions are even shorter and
result in significant path length increases [18]. Consequently, Auger electrons undergo many collisions, resulting in energy loss and production of higher generations
of secondary electrons with a gradual decrease of mean

FIG. 1. Pulse height distributions from an ion implanted
silicon detector for gold ions in charge state equilibrium
共qeq 艐 1.61兲 and Au691 ions with kinetic energies of 447 keV.

FIG. 2. Mean pulse heights as a function of potential energy
for xenon (open) and gold ions (solid) with kinetic energies of
308 keV (xenon) and 447 keV (gold).
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energies [19]. This cascade multiplication process comes
to a halt when the mean energy of electrons drops below
about 3.67 eV, the average energy for the creation of an
electron-hole pair in silicon at room temperature. Because
the mean free paths are so much smaller than the thickness of the contact layer, most of the energy from Auger
electrons is deposited in the contact layer. In the absence
of an external electric field, low energy electrons diffuse
through the contact layer [14]. Along their path, they can
recombine with impurity ions or holes in the valence band
[20]. Finally, electrons reach the depletion region were
they create electron-hole pairs if their energy is still high
enough (i.e., larger than about 3.67 eV). Supported also
by the results from studies of secondary electron mission
discussed below, we conclude that the majority of electrons that reach the depletion region has lower energies
than the minimum energy required for electron-hole pair
formation. These low energy electrons are rapidly swept
to the collection electrode in the applied electric field. In
a conventional solid target, rather than a detector, electrons thermalize along their diffusion paths and dissipate
their energy to the lattice [21].
The contribution to the pulse of collected charge from
transfer of kinetic energy is given by E1 共q兲 苷 Ekin 2
Ec 共q兲 2 En . Where Ec 共q兲 is the energy lost in the
contact layer through—charge dependent—inelastic and
elastic energy loss processes, and En is the nonelectronic
loss to crystal damage and lattice vibrations in the
sensitive device layer. We determine E1 共q兲 by measuring
pulse heights for projectiles in charge-state equilibrium
and include a small correction for preequilibrium energy
loss enhancements in the contact layer [3].
Au691 ions deposit a potential energy of 169.6 keV into
the target. The mean pulse height for Au691 ions with
a kinetic energy of 447 keV corresponds to an energy of
200 6 10 keV. For gold ions in charge-state equilibrium
and at the same kinetic energy, the value is 155 6 8 keV.
When subtracting this baseline value, we correct for
preequilibrium energy loss enhancement in the first few
nanometers of the contact layer [3,16]. Because of this,
Au691 ions reach the sensitive device volume with a
slightly lower kinetic energy than initially low chargestate gold ions. We estimate this effect using data from
carbon foils [3] and find a pulse height increase of 59 keV
due to deposition of potential energy by Au691 . For
Xe521 the value is 49 keV. This fraction of 35% (40% for
Xe521 ) is by far the largest part of the initially available
potential energy that has been traced.
From x-ray emission studies [10], we estimate that
about one M-shell x ray with an energy of ⬃4 keV is detected per Au691 , and subtract this value from the 59 keV.
Emission of UV photons has not yet been quantified for
SHCI-solid interactions, and we suppose that their contribution is small compared to the contribution from x rays.
This assumption is founded in the observation or small
fluorescent yields for transitions in outer shells [17]. In
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consequence of this estimate, we find that the pulse of collected charge from deposition of potential energy is dominated by low energy electrons that have diffused into the
depletion region with a small contribution from electronhole pairs that were formed in the depletion region by UV
photons, x rays, and energetic electrons.
The number of electrons collected in the detector
following the impact of individual projectiles, i.e., the
detector pulse heights, were converted to an energy scale
using the fact that the average energy for creation of
an electron-hole pair in silicon at room temperature is
about 3.67 eV [13]. Reversing this conversion, we can
estimate that some 15 000 low energy electrons diffuse
into the depletion region following deexcitation of Au691 .
In contrast, only a few hundred electrons are emitted into
the vacuum [6–8]. This finding is surprising because
SHCI equilibrate and deposit their potential energy very
close to the surface, i.e., within a depth of about 5 nm [3].
Most of the emitted secondary electrons have energies
below 20 eV and only very few Auger electrons were
observed for SHCI with impact velocities of 4 3 105 m兾s
[6]. Our results indicate that the majority of Auger
electrons lose most of their energy in many elastic and
inelastic collisions before reaching the surface [9,19].
Higher generations of secondary electrons arrive at the
surface with energies too low to overcome the surface
barrier [19,22]. Instead, they recombine at the surface or
they are reflected back into the solid [22]. The minimum
energy required for an electron to escape from the
SiO2 conduction band into the vacuum, i.e., the electron
affinity, is only 0.9 eV. However, emission of a few
hundred electrons from an area of about 1 nm2 increases
the effective barrier height locally in this insulator with
relatively low hole mobility [7,23,24]. The extent of this
increase is currently not well known. The energy needed
for transmission of the Si-SiO2 barrier is 3.1 eV [22].
Several recombination processes can attenuate the number of electrons along their path through the contact layer.
Recombination with impurity ions does not contribute
strongly, because electrons in p-type silicon and at an
acceptor concentration of ⬃4 3 1019 cm23 have carrier
lifetimes and attenuation lengths of about 8 ns and 2 mm,
respectively [20]. A more important attenuation channel could stem from the high ionization density of target
atoms surrounding the deexciting projectile. A “plasma
effect”—well known for fast heavy ions [25]—could increase electron-hole recombination in the vicinity of deexciting projectiles significantly. In fact, this effect was
the subject of speculation in an early review of interactions of multiply charged ions with solids [26]. Other
than for fast, heavy ions, which deposit most of their kinetic energy in the depletion region, no external electric
field is active in the contact layer to aid plasma dispersion. Plasma enhanced recombination can produce again
secondary electrons and photons, and energy is lost to
lattice vibrations [27]. Data in Fig. 2 indicate that the
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traced fraction of potential energy does not change significantly with increasing potential energy. In contrast,
plasma enhanced recombination should increase with increasing excitation density and manifest itself in a decrease of the number of low energy electrons that can
diffuse to the depletion region. On the other hand, x-ray
emission also increases when more inner shell vacancies
are present in SHCI [17] and x rays are not effected by a
plasma surrounding the deexciting SHCI. Consequently,
increased x-ray emission can partially compensate losses
from plasma enhanced recombination. Higher fluorescent
yields could also account for the higher fractions of Epot
detected for Xe521 than for Au691 . More precise measurements of absolute x-ray yields are needed to address
this question. Given the large number 共¿q兲 of electrons
involved in the deexcitation of SHCI, an effect of plasma
enhanced recombination is a likely mechanism for energy
deposition and loss of secondary electrons in the contact
layer. The magnitude of this attenuation effect cannot be
quantified from our results.
Two other major channels for deposition of potential energy that await quantification are permanent lattice
damage and phonons. Their importance is already indicated by large ablation yields [11,28].
In summary, we have probed the deposition of potential
energy of slow, highly charged ions inside of solids with
an ion implanted silicon detector. Mean pulse heights
increase strongly as a function of potential energy of
projectiles. A fraction of 35% to 40% of the potential
energies of Au691 and Xe521 ions is traced in electronic
excitations more than 50 nm deep inside the target. This
amount of energy corresponds to diffusion of about 15 000
low energy electrons into the depletion region of the
detector. In contrast, just a few hundred electrons are
emitted into the vacuum and only about 10% of the
potential energy has been traced in emitted secondaries.
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